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NEWS RELEASE

EMT International Appoints Distribution Partner in
Benelux

Albyco is now representing EMT’s Chameleon lineup of roll-to-roll and roll-to-sheet finishing
systems.
Hobart, Wisconsin USA (September 13, 2021) – EMT International, a market leader in
finishing equipment and transports for the high speed, digital ink jet market has appointed
Albyco as its distribution partner for the Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg. Under the
agreement, Albyco will locally represent EMT’s Chameleon lineup of roll-to-roll and roll-tosheet finishing systems.
Earlier this year, Albyco was appointed as the local distribution partner of ROTOCONTROL
equipment for label finishing, booklet production, and hybrid printing including the ECOLINE
suite of cost-effective finishing machines.
Jim Driscoll, VP Sales of EMT International said: “We are pleased to broaden our presence in
Europe with Albyco, who has a proven track record of success in the digital graphic and
printing industry throughout the Benelux and has already made tremendous headway with
our ROTOCONTROL brand.”
Headquartered in the Green Bay, WI area EMT designs and manufactures high-quality
equipment for the printing, converting and packaging markets. In 2017 EMT acquired
ROTOCONTROL (headquartered in Siek, Germany) which added a broad spectrum of
premium label finishing machines to their product offering and expanded their
manufacturing capacity.
EMT’s Chameleon line of finishing equipment offers a complete range of modular dynamic
web finishing solutions. Tight or slack web management, in-line, near-line or off-line,
Chameleon adapts to specific web processing and finishing needs.
“EMT provides an impressive range of modular equipment for the commercial inkjet market
including unwinders, rewinders, chip/cutter, stack/batch, straight sheeter, perforator, punch
units as well as a combined punch/perforator unit and coater,” said Jos van Uum, managing
director at Albyco. “These solutions from a reputable brand fill a gap in Albyco’s product
portfolio.”
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###

About Albyco Nederland B.V.

Albyco is a dominant player in the Dutch digital graphic printing market from years of exclusive
distributorships and consumables. For more than 25 years, Albyco also supplies volume sales
of its own consumables and smaller graphic equipment range through distributors in Europe
from its central distribution centre in Oosterhout.
Renowned industry brands represented by Albyco include Duplo, Multigraf, GMP, Stago,
Fastbind, Powis Parker, ROTOCONTROL and EMT International.
www.albyco.com

About EMT International, Inc.

EMT International/ Rotocontrol are world leaders in the engineering and manufacturing of
finishing equipment, serving OEM’s & converting customers worldwide in the paper, document
processing, packaging, label, and printing industries. EMT and ROTOCONTROL solutions offer
design and development expertise for custom applications, which are driven solutions in offset,
flexo, and digital inkjet technologies.
Based in Hobart, Wisconsin and Siek, Germany, - EMT/Rotocontrol continue to succeed with a
reputation for innovative and robust product design along with driven customer service.
Exceptional customer satisfaction is integral to the entire EMT/ROTOCONTROL team.
www.emtinternational.com
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